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                                                           '
     This paper dealt with the method of calculation for the attenuation of the wave

   traveling along the transmission 'lines, due to corona loss. In the following examples, the

   application of this method is restricted to the system having a ground wire, on which

   there is the incident wave on the lightning stroke.

                               1. Introduction

   For computing the a-c loss of corona, semi-empirical formulas have been devised by

many students. It is very interesting to know about the mechanism of corona loss in

distorting and attenuating the wave moving along the transmission 1ine. There may be

two causes to make defbrmation of wave shape; one is slowing down of wave velocity

and another is decreasing of crest value. Considerfng the ionization which occurs around

conductors according to high surge voltage as illustrated in Fig. 1, this corona region

increases the capacitance to greund but does not change the inductance since it is

conducting radially but not axially.i) Therefore the wave front travels at a velocity

which is slower than the velocity of the wave toe, and thus traveling at slower speed will

slip back flattening the front and decapitating the crest. Skiliing and Dykes proposed a

method of calculation for the slip back of the wave front and Foust Menger dealt with a

new method of evaluation of the crest values.
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Fig.1. Effect of corona on wave distortion.
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    The conventional treatment of transmission 1ine transients given in previous paper,2)

for the direct stroke near the station with an arrester and a ground wire, is based on

consideration of two£onductor system and ignores the loss due to corona. However

there are many times in the study of traveling waves when the corona loss can not be

neglected. Sometimes their influence is so vital as to change the characteristics of the

phenomena completely, and entirely erroneous results are obtained if they are not

considered. Problems of this type are of interest in connection with the design of

ground wires, and ptotective schemes.

    The present paper is concerned only with certain theoretical aspects of ground wires

and arresters. More general considerations and procedures, than the previous report, will

be given to enable the engineer to design fdr adeguate protection of his system. In this

paper the calculation is restricted to two-wire circuit, since this simple multiconductor

circuit adequately illustrates the method of analysis with aminimum amount of algebraic

exercise. Increasing the number of conductors invoked merely magnifies the amount of

evaluation that must be done, without serving ariy other usefu1 purpose.

                            2. Method of Catculation

    Fig. 2 illustrates the power system and the several factors that determine the

formation of traveling waves, originating from the direct stroke to the tower, on the

ground wire and line conductor. The ground wire is there shown grounded through the

tower footing resistance 1/G. The many devices in a station, such as transformers,

individually act as a simple capacitance to ground. This fortunate situation makes it

possible to calculate the effect oftraveling waves on station apparatus.

(1) Effect of Corona

    It is well known that corona loss is expressed by sguare law in comparatively wide

range and there is the following equation given by Peek

                       W:K( V- Vb)2 (Wlm) (1)
where

             Vtcrest value of surge voltage

             P'6 =critical corona voltagu

            K=12(f+'25)(r/2h)va × lo-i`

            rrradius of conductor

            h=height

            fFfhe9uency.

             'If it be assumed that corona loss of traveling wave is given by eguation (1), wave

distortion may be determined by the following method.
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    In Fig. 4, if the point P is taken at a fixed distance behind the origine and the wave

 is moving at a constant velocity vo , then the voltage becomes, after dt time,

                                      av
                                          nt                                V+vo
                                       ax
                                                  '
Thus the change of electro-magnetic energy stored in the space is

                                                 av                                 a'v
                    W,=c(V+v,                                                     dt)2 (2)                                     dt)2-c( V+
                      . .ax                                                  ot

 in which c is the capacitance to ground per meter of line.This must be egual to the rate

 of energy change due to corona;

                                av
                    JV, :K(V+                                   dt- Vb)2-K( V- Vb)2 (3)
                                0t
                                                    evEquating (2) and (3), and neglecting the higher orders of (                                                       ) there results
                                                    at ,

                           av v, av
                           --                            at i+[;(1.e) Eix , (4)

It is evident that eguation (4) shows that for the voltage more than J'1,-, its propagation

velocity Ve is
                                       vo
                             Ve =                                 i+5(i- 5) (s)

In other words, the voltage on the front of the wave travels at a velocity which is slower

than the velocity vo for the case ignoring the corona loss. Now, voltago ordinate travels

at the propagation time T in considering no corona, and lags its origi'nal position in time

r. Hence

                              ve( T+ T)=voT (6)

                              r= {l･ T (i- Vvo) (7)

    For our purpose the attqnuation, which waves moving along the lines suffer, wi11 be

assumed to fo11ow the Foust and Menger empirical formula;3)

                                         E
                             P`t)'E=1+ levo TE (8)

where p(t) and k denote the attenuation factor and constant (approximately from O.02

x 10'6 to O.14 × 10'6), respectively. Thus the higher the voltage, the greater the

       .attenuatlon.

(2) ldeal Lines

   Fig. 3 illustrates the part played by the attenuation and successive reflections in

operation of the arrester. For the sake of "simplicity the attenuation has been ignored.

Without attenuation the cycle of oscMations repeats indefinitely, but when line losses

are present the oscillations gradually diminish untill the line eventually reaches a

,
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steady state.

    Refering to Fig. 3 the voltage of the apparatus to be protected at various instants of

time is

ec =-s2+e' e[{( ai + 3i)e+( 7i + Si ) ep}e-S(Ti +T2> +{( ni + n2 ),e+( n3 + n4) q} s-s(3Ti+ T2)

+£te{(rp'5+n'6'e+rp'7+rp5･ep)･S+(es+e6･e+e7+e,･q)}e-S(Ti+3T2) +.........] (g)

where '
      :':ZZI,B,iel,aA,a.`',,P,',%i,k' . a,-2(2±Gz,,)

      rp; :2aiS{p-･aiSi+7iS{le' Bi=-2GZi2
      ng -- 2B, a{p -Pi 7i + sia{ le'
      es=aiale+2a1 7iq+Bi7ile'ip' 7i :-;aZi2

      i8-I:i,eS:;;'l,li#S',S,l,il¢' a,==f(2+az,,)

      e,= P, 7,e+27,a,q+a,S{k'¢' A=(2+aZ,,)(2+GZ,,)-aGZ?,
                  1+GZ,,                                                        -GZ,,
      e=C Z,,+ G( Z,,Z,,-Ze,) q=C Zii+G( ZiiZ22-Z?2)

      P=zn+G( ii'fl12ill2- Z32) E= Zii+ G( ZZiiZ22- Zi2)

      ¢,=ci, , let=2af-1 , ¢･=,2k2k¢ile

in which

  Zn == self surge impedance of the transmission line

  Z22 =self surge impedance of the ground wire

  Zi2 = mutual surge impedance between the ground wire and the line wire

  1/G= tower footing resistance

  C =eguivalent capacitance ofthe station apparatus

  a =instantaneous resistance of the arrester.

    The negative traveling wave caused by the protective performance of the arrester is

                                    '
                   E3 = 2(e + ¢}itZil'i) /]t zif (t - r)･e-er･ d¢ (io)

where Ef (t) means the fictious voltage wave nullified or canceled by arrester discharging

      .OPeratlon.

 (3) Lines with Corona Loss

    When the surgo of voltage e moves along the line of distance land arrives at the

 station, a reflection occurs. Thus, the first thing that is necessary to {

 shearing back of the wave front is to retard each voltage ordinate by the

 in (1), and the crest voltage at the station becomes

                               e2= b'e = i++ kblee

,!
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where b'denotes a refiection index.

    Wave arriving back at striken tower from the station are reflected therefrom as

                                   el = b"e

and the same thing happens at all the reflection points. By means of lattices the

potential at any point at any time may be readily calculated.

                            3 Numerical Examples

    To estimate the surge voltage due to lightning stroke it is not permissible to assume

arbitrary values for any of the paramerers in the above eguations. As a numerical

example, for two conductors let

             Zn=500 (st) Zi2=125 (fl)
             Z22=500 (st) Z. =400 (st)
             G =1/30(as)

Taking a simple exponential incident wave having 1.5ptsfront,

                       E= 100(e-O'O`'t- e-i･i5t) ( le v)

in which t is in pts.

   The ideal arrester would not allow the surge voltage to rise appreciably above

normal operating voltage. The 70 kV arrester, which is used in modern power system,

possesses the characteristic a =O.OOO125 mhos. Thus the potential at the point to be

protected has been plotted in Fig. 5,6 and 7 for the direct stroke near the station, and

in these figures there is a comparison between results obtained with and without corona.
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Fig. 5. Potentials at the proteeted apparatus as functions of time,

    where dS s are the distance ffom arrester to transformer.

        C=1OOOptF.
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         d2' s are the distance ffom arrester to transformer.
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    where dl s are the distance frem arrester to transformer.

        C == 40co ptF.

As a result of numerical

    4. Conclusions

calculations and theory, the fo11owing conclusions have
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been established concerning the station protection:

(1) Effect ofdistance from arrester to apparatus to be protected

   In order that the arrester may be most sufficient, it should be placed as close as

possible to the apparatus it is to protect. Above figures show the eflect of installing the

arrester at same distance from the point to be protected for a rate of rise (kV/pt sec)

and complete reflection.

(2) Effect of eguivalent capacitance

   Generally speaking, the capacitances are very effbctive in reducing the surge voltages,

but the entire station in the aggregate and the reflections is nothing more complicated

than a very simple situation of a capacitance.

(3) EflbctofCorona

   The results obtained by Menger and Skilling's formula do not agree perfectly with

those ignoring the corona loss. This difllerence between these two pairs is great and is of

practical importance. The Foust and Menger formula is the simplest for estimating the

attenuation, but the SkMing's formula is easier to operate upon mathematically.

   Although these formulas have･ been adopted in this analysis, it should be noticed

that all of them are based of the assumption that the line length at the station is less

than 100 meters; in other words, Foust and Menger empirical formula may be ignored,

Thus all that is necessary to estimate the voltage at protective apparatus is to retard

each voltage ordinate on the front of the wave by arnount that given in eguation (7).

Moreover, the experimental constants in equation (8) have to be determined from tests

on the transmission line in question, and under the actual conditions that are to prevail.

1
)

2
)
3
)
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